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The theory of applicatives, as introduced by Marantz (1993) and developed by

Pylkkanen (2002), Cuervo (2003), and others, proposes that various oblique DPs across

languages are not direct arguments of the main predicate, but are instead related to it by

applicative heads which vary in featural content and semantic interpretation. Among the

phenomena to be accounted for is the use of a dative/oblique-marked DP with a change-
of-state unaccusative, which is common in languages with productive use of oblique cases.

This DP can be interpreted as an unintentional causer of the change-of-state event, as illus-

trated with the Gennan example in (1). As noted in Schafer (2008) and discussed below,

the notion of unintentional causation encompasses several readings.

(1) dem Hans zerbrach die Vase

the.DAT John broke the vase

þÿ ��T�h�evase broke and John unintentionally caused this.' (Schafer 2008, 107)

Many languages with morphologically distinct dative/oblique cases have been reported to

use them as ir1 (1), including Albanian, Bulgarian, German, Greek, Italian, Polish, Roma-

nian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian and Spanish (Rivero 2004, Kallulli 2006, Schafer 2008).
Cuervo (2003) and Schafer (2008) argue that the unintentional causer is generated in a high
applicative structure, where a head Appl relates the dative DP in its specitier to a change-
of-state vP. The extemal argument, if there is one, would be introduced by Voice, which

takes ApplP as a complement (Kratzer 1996, Pylkkanen 2002, Schafer 2008, Bruening
2010, Bosse et al. 2010).
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applicative in that it takes a DP complement? I assume that v (in addition to categorizing
roots as verbal) encodes inner aspect, distinguishing activities from states, etc. (Pylkkanen
2002, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004, Schafer 2008, Marantz 2007. 2009a,b).

(4)
Type Complement Category Syntactically Semantically

a. High vP High High
b. High-Low DP Low High
c. Low DP Low Low

Two types of eventive DPs have been proposed in the literature. First, there are var-

ious kinds of event nominals, where the noun itself denotes an event. Some are morpholog-
ically simple, such as trip or party, and others are more complex and arguably derived from

verbs, such as attainment and removal (see Alexiadou and Grimshaw 2008 and references

therein). A sentence such as The trip only took 10 minutes shows the eventive meaning of

trip; by contrast, a sentence such as The shirt only took 10 minutes is odd unless we coerce

shirt to refer to þÿ ��a�nevent having to do with the shirt' (e.g. making it, repairing it, folding
it, etc.). This kind of coercion leads to the second kind of eventive DR Marantz (2009a,b)
proposes that in creation and change-of-state verb phrases with a single direct object, the

object is interpreted as an event. For example, the object DP in (Sa) is interpreted as a sta-

tive subevent of a house existing; the object DP in (5b) is interpreted as a stative subevent

of the wall being clean.

(5) a. John built a house.

-> build a house = þÿ ��e�n�g�a�g�ein a building activity, causing a house to exist'

b. John cleaned the wall.

-> clean the wall = þÿ ��e�n�g�a�g�ein some activity, causing the state of the wall be

a clean state'

The claim is that this is similar to coercions with verbs such as begin, where begin the book

means to begin an event having to do with the book (e.g. writing it, reading it, etc.).

2. Properties of unintentional causers

Schafer (2008) notes that dative unintentional causers have a cluster of distinct properties
cross-linguistically. First, they do not require the existence of a causative variant, but

require only a change-of-state unaccusative. This is the case for Icelandic unintentional

causers as well; neither deyja þÿ ��d�i�e�'norfolna þÿ ��w�i�l�t�'have a (transitive) causative variant, but

both allow an unintentional causer.

þÿ ��F�o�rhigh applicatives, Voice will merge on top of Appl and perhaps introduce an extemal argument;
for high-low and low applicatives, v will merge on top of Appl, and Voice on top of v. For the purposes of

this paper, the structure of the clause above Voice will not be relevant. For concreteness, I assume that Asp
and T merge on top of Voice.
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'1y pnticiit died in my ctuc`

li llloin lolita ttlllttl hjil mer.

llottcis i»t tttll always by me U/tl'

Alllll .t|\.i) s causing tlowcrx to wtll.'

Second. d.ttii- unnttcntttttittl cttuscrs und those with hjd must bc human.
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Third. dame unintentional catuscrs ure cross- tngut _ _

SC¢mtrio~_ till of which ure shared by unintentional causers expressed with h_/dr (8) the

causer did something hw accident. th) the causer failed to prevent the þÿ�c�h�a�n�8�¢�'�0�f ��5�f�a�'�°°"°m'

d`d so with great difficulty.
and tcm thc causer tried to cause the change-of-state. but only t

(lil Dyrnar opnudust hjé henni.

door.thc_ttst opened by her.DAT

ti 'She accidentally opened the door.' (accident)
.' failed prevention)h_ þÿ ��T�h�edoor opened despite her best efforts (

_

c_ þÿ ��S�h�egot the door open only with sf==Id1f5°""Y~ (s"°°' W/dim)

|'ttl irl is playing and accidentally bumps
2

_ _ _
_ _
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t > is compatible with a situation w ere

(a)__a(_:) the g_____s famer _om her to hold the door
h d
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.
_

t e oor with her elbow, causing it to ope
___ door open or (C) an the children med

closed. but despite her best efforts, the wind blew e
_

_
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sed door until the little girl managed to do so.

b
þÿ �

l ,ut no one could open the tightly c o
_ _ _

f_____ Wah ____ unintentional causer

1
"

h edth th ompavbllltyv J _

tmlg tbesuppos at

lic va ue meaning and this is what makes it compat-
Scenarios su ests that h'd sim ly as 8 Z t

_

gg I P
the unintentional causer construction

ible with the above scenarios. In many l8I8U"8¢5»
_

_

_

when expressed with dative DPs. However, while the
seems to have this roperty even _ _

P '

onstruction might constitute a single
readings associated with the unintentional causer c

_ _
_ _

t se arate the readings associated with the unmtentlonal
Vague reading, there are reasons 0 P _ _

causer construgdgn from other vague readings in similar constructions; it can be shown

that the potential vagueness is actually quite limited.

First, Schafer (2008) shows that the unintentional causer reading(s) have to be dis-

tinguished from other affected readings in German. Some German anttcausattves involve

5Einar Freyr Sigurilsson (p.c.) linds examples like (2) a bit odd with loksins þÿ ��f�l�n�a�1�l�y�'(e.g. Loksins

vpnudusr dyrnar hjd henni), but suggests (i) as more natural (where [Jai þÿ ��t�h�a�t�/�i�t�'is anaphorie to the door.

opening event).

(i) Loltsins opnubust dyrnar og bad hja Joni litla!

iinally opened doonthe and that by _lohn.DAT little

þÿ�"�I ��h�edoor finally opened and it was little John who did it!
'

Relatedly, some speakers seem to find the
' ' »

_ _ _

the verb. I have no explanation for this at purgszltifmonal
causer reading more natural when hid is adlacem to
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the reilexive pronoun sich, while others do not. Schafer (2008, 48) shows that the uninten-

tional causer readings are only available when sich is not used.

(9) a. Dem Chemiker entziindete sich das Gemisch

the.DAT chemist ignited REFL the mixture

þÿ ��T�h�emixture ignited and the chemist was affected by this.'
* þÿ ��T�h�echemist unintentionally caused the mixture to ignite.

b. Dem Chemiker entllamrnte das Gemisch

the.DAT chemist inilamed the mixture

þÿ ��T�h�emixture inflamed and the chemist was affected by this?

þÿ ��T�h�echemist unintentionally caused the mixture to inflamef

s

Conversely, while Icelandic hjé PPs on the whole allow readings other than the un-

intentional causer construction, they do not allow the typical set of vague affected readings
associated with datives cross-linguistically, which are in some languages hard to distin-

guish from unintentional causers. Such affected readings are often translated to English
with on PPs (Bosse et al. 2010). Icelandic hjd lacks this reading in examples like (10).

(10) Jon gifti sig hja mér.

John.NOM married REFL.ACC by me.DAT

= þÿ ��J�o�h�ngot married at my place or near me.'

gé þÿ ��J�o�h�ngot married on me.'

Consider now why vagueness is not an appropriate or useful characterization of hjci
PPs with change-of-state unaccusatives. In Romanian and other languages, unintentional

causers can be associated with the affected reading and with the unintentional causer read-

ing(s), whether they are marked with a reflexive or not (cf. Schafer 2008, 68-72). If the

explanation for the collection of unintentional causer readings compatible with Icelandic

hjcf were that the latter is vague and compatible with many readings, then the readings in

Romanian anticausatives and German anticausatives without sich should be characterized

as þÿ ��m�o�r�evague'. But then, German anticausatives marked with sich would be þÿ ��l�e�s�svague'
than the unmarked ones, but in the opposite direction of Icelandic hjd. Therefore, we would

at least have to say that there are different clusters of vague readings associated with po-

tentially disjoint scenarios, and cross-linguistic variation can be sensitive to these clusters

in different constructions, which is very close to saying that there are readings available in

one language in some construction but not in another language/construction.6

3. Distribution of applied datives and hjd PPs

The interpretive restrictions on hjd PPs with unaccusative vPs described in the previous
section are explained if they involve the same applicative head as unintentional causers

6Note further that English an PPs support this point, since they only allow the affected reading. If

John manages to open a door, but only with great difficulty, we cannot say #The door (finally) opened on

him. This makes English on PPs like Tamil datives, which allow the affected reading with change-of-state
unaccusatives, but not the unintentional causer reading (Schafer 2008, 89, fn. 17).
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"duh d"""` "" þÿ�"�* ��l�'�~�|�1�=�"l>|'~ Now consider the altcmation in (ll). ln (l la). a hjd PP is
used. \hL°fL'tl in thc i l lli_ .i dntiic l)P is used.

tl It it l»t~tt.i tokst hja mer i bridju atrennu.

this t it succeeded by nic.t>Ar on third try
b Nici iokst betta t pribju atrennu.

mc ll~I succeeded thisxtist on third try
'I tii.in;iged to succeed ut this on the third try'

These sentences h;t c ditlcrent discourse flavors, and usually one will be preferred over the
other, Hott ci cr. thc conclusion that the hjd PPs in the (a) sentences involve the same 6-role
as thc daiiw l>l's in the th) sentences is supponed by the fact that the sentences in (12) are

contradictions. showing that the ta) and (b) sentences in (l I) are mutually entailing.

(IZ) ti, at l>¢ttu tokst hja mér l bridju atrennu, en mér tokst

this.oM succeeded by me.DAT on third attempt. but me.DAT þÿ�S�U�C�C ¬�¢�d�¢�d

betta aldrei.

this.ost never

h. # Me ok t betta I pridju atrennu, en betta I6kSi
r t s

l`IlC.DAT succeeded this.NoM on third attemP¥» but this-NUM succeeded

aldrei hjé mer.

never by mC.DAT

B h ~

~
'

d ed contradictions. Moreover, when an overt dativeOl the sentences In (12) mln 8 as

t take a different (locative)
appears, hjri can no longer assign this role to its DE but HWS

interpretation (13), for example, can mean that John succeeded at my house, or that I _was
-

- - - 't annot mean that I succeeded, since

S"P¢rvising or training him while he succeeded. But c

this role is taken by Joni, which by hypothesls 0°¢'-'Pies SPCCAPPIR

(13) #Joni tokst betta hifi méf fPff°i" þÿ�"�"�"�'�" ��"�~

John.DA°r succeeded thiS.NOM by me.DAT on third attempt

Note further that not all DAT-NOM constructions have a hjd altemant.

(14) a. Honum barst pakki ig"-
hiIl1.DAT received packaS¢~N0M yesterday

þÿ ��H�ereceived a package yesterdayf
b. * Pakki barst hja honum i gaer.

this.NOM received by him.DAT yesterday

Altemation between dative DPs and hjd PPs typical occurs when: (a) the dative can be

left out with no change in meaning on the verb (see 15), and (b) the nominative þÿ ��t�h�e�m�e�'is

interpreted as eventive. Both properties are characteristic of þÿ ��h�i�g�h�-�l�o�w�'applicatives.

(15) Loksins t6kst (mér )petta.
iinally succeeded (me.DAT ) IhiS.NOM

þÿ ��F�i�n�a�l�1�y�.{ this succeeded /I succeeded at this }.'
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The data in (16-18) show alternations with swkjasr þÿ ��p�r�o�c�e�e�d�'�,lwrasr þÿ ��l�e�a�r�n(through
experience)', and mistakasr þÿ ��f�a�i�l�'�,where the nominative argument in all cases is eventive.7

(16) a. betta lmroist hjai honum.

this.NoM learned by him.DAT

b. Honum lzerdist betta.
he.DAT learned this.NoM

þÿ ��H�elearned this (over time, through experience).'

(17) a. Ferdin sottist vel hiti beim.
trip.the.NOM proceeded well by them.DAT

b. Peim séttist ferdin vel.

them.DAT proceeded trip.the.NOM well

þÿ ��T�h�e�ymade good time in the trip!

(18) a. betta mistokst hjé honum.

this.NOM failed by him.DAT

b. Honum mistokst betta.
him.DAT failed this.NOM

þÿ ��H�efailed at this."

fyd cannot attach in (14b) because the applicative construction there relates two entities-

the package and the recipient-not an entity and an event. The zakasr-type alternation,

then, takes on the following form: when the eventive DP and Appl combine first, the dative

DP which is subsequently merged in SpecApplP can be licensed by v (19).8 When the

entity DP and Appl combine first, the dative is licensed by Appl under c-command (19b).9

(19) a. VP b. VP

v ApplP v DP

[DAT] [DAT]

DPD,i'r APP1' DPNOM ApplP
ffff" / (eventive DP) /

APP11-noi-1-Low DPNDM [Jetta ApplH]GH_]_0w DPDAT
(eventive DP) hjd Mn;

[Jetta

The unintentional causer construction does not allow a dative DP in Icelandic. This

is because the event that Appl needs semantically is expressed by a change-of-state VR

7Some of these were adapted from Baréal (2010); cf. also (Bar5al 2001, 149).
8Here I make no claims about þÿ ��c�a�s�eassignmenti 'I`he [DAT] diacritic on v indicates which functional

head will license a dative DR but makes no claim about whether that head þÿ ��a�s�s�i�g�n�s �dative or not (it does not

do so in (l9b)). The dative will raise further to the subject postion (for þÿ ��s�p�-�l�i�c�e�n�s�i�n�g�'�,in the terminology of

Sigurésson 2011).
91 assume that DP projects in this case, an assumption that may or may not be crucial depending on

further assumptions, especially witl1 respect to the empirical landscape of hjé PPs,
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~

-||1l|' | mv" |00 hl
*

þÿ � " sh \ hen Appl and the DP ent`t' °

` `

ho\'cer, thc latter t'.ttt be lm:nv:d its h¢l`tir¢_

l ) wmhmc hm'

(20) .t ,m»1p h YP

l)P:~1 Appl'
`

 

/~~~ 'P Appl?

þÿ�-�'�l ��l ��|�t�m�,�t�|P
0

I, \
' DPW" APP|uttm DPD/tr

ppm" [mt] (entity DP) "N -/UHF

_|),|i (emily IJP) 5/1/lllldlilll rtidan

['[lll1df(1.l rti/lan

ln sum, /gd is u semantically high applicative which relates an entity to an event,

whether the event is expressed by a DP or a vl! For German, applicative dative DPs are

licensed in syntactically high and low ApplPs, which follows from the assumption that

datives are licensed in part by Voice.

4- Benefactlves

While it has been observed that both Gennan and Icelandic can express benefactives and

'

' '

fr uently pointedmalefactives with dattve DPs (Radetzky and Smith 2010, 102), it
tsm eq

_
_

. G
out that Icelandic benefactive/malefactive datives are quite restricted. In contrast, er-

` '

'

1 þÿ ��F�r�e�edatives' can also be
man benefacuve/malefacttve datives can be added quite free y.

' lti 1 am-

interpreted as possessors of entities in the sentence, making many such cases mu p y

þÿ�b�t�g�u�o�u�s�. �þÿ � In some cases, this can even lead to what appears to be three intemal arguments.

Der David hat [mir] [der Claudia] schon [zu viele Komplimente] gemacht
'

d
(21)

The David has m¢.DAT the.DAT Claudia already too many compliments ma e

þÿ ��I�nmy view, David has already paid Claudia too many compliments.

(22) H h [ inem Bruder] [das Buch] [auf den Tisch] gelegt
ans at se

Hans has his.DAT brother the.ACC book on the table put

þÿ ��H�a�n�sput the book on someone's table for his brother?

þÿ ��H�a�nut the book on his brother's table]S P
þÿ ��H�a�n�sput the book for his brother on someone's table? (Steinbach 2002, 253)

(23) Otto schob [Anna] [sein Auto] [in ihre Garage]
Otto pushed A.l1|'la.DAT his car in her garage

þÿ ��O�t�t�opushed his car into Anna's garage for her.' (Brandt 2003, 164)

Examples like this are not at all possible in Icelandic.

(24) Da*/i5 hefllr mi begar sleid (*mér) Mariu of marga gullhamra.
David has already paid (*me.DA1')Mary.DATtoo many complements

þÿ ��°�S�=�=Holmbers and Platzack 1995 201-204' Jo _

-

'

.

2007; 'rmsmsson zum, 219.
' "Sm mo' 78 80' Malmg 2002* 2923* T""S5°'h

ll ' ~

The þÿ�d ��f�f�° ��°�" �r°ad"18S Pl'0bHbly result from structural ambiguity, but this is immaterial here.
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(25) Jon hefur lati6 (*br66ur sinum) bokina a bordio.

John has put (*his brother.DAT) book.the.ACC on table.the

(26) Bjartur ytti (*6nnu) bilnum inn i skurinn.

Bjartur pushed (*AIlIl8.DAT) car.the into garagethe

This difference is also explained on the present hypothesis. German can license dative DPs

in high ApplPs without needing much else in the structure. Thus, datives can be added

more freely to both transitive and intransitive clauses. 12

5. Other uses of hjd PPs

This analysis of hjé leads to the question of how it functions in general, and in what ways

it relates to other uses of hjzi. I would like to propose that hjzi (and its silent applicative
counterpart) expresses a relation between an individual x and an event e, such that x is

responsible for e. Thus, as noted in recent work by Einar Freyr Sigurosson (2006, 2007),

hjzi has a DP-possessive use which is traditionally much more acceptable with eventive

nouns (or with abstract nouns like þÿ ��i�n�t�e�l�l�i�g�e�n�c�e�'which probably denote states) than with

concrete (entity) nouns.

(27) a.
* Mamman hja honum bannar honum bad.

mom.the by him disallows him that

b. % Billinn hja henni er i viogero.
car.the by her is in repair
þÿ ��H�e�rcar is in repair.'

c. Vibbriigoin hja raoherranum voru sarnt of horo.

reactions.the by representatives.the were still too harsh

þÿ ��T�h�erepresentatives' reactions were still too harsh."

(Sigurosson 2006, 40-44)

(28) Nyja békin hja Sigga hefur fengio frabaera doma.

new book.the by Siggi has gotten great reviews.

þÿ ��T�h�enew book that Siggi wrote.'
* þÿ ��T�h�enew book that Siggi bought.' (Sigurdsson 2006, 20)

With respect to the example in (28), note that hjé is not the preposition normally used to

attribute a book to its author; this is normally done with the preposition eftir þÿ ��a�f�t�e�r�'(e.g.

Ny bék eftir Jén Olafsson þÿ ��Anew book þÿ ��a�f�t�e�r�'(=by) Jon Olafsson) However, he has also

shown that younger speakers have started to use hjd in a wider range of contexts-a change
which is further along in Faroese, where (cognate) hjd is used to express possession in a

wide range of contexts.

The notion of being responsible for an event or state might also extend to the (re-

lated) uses of hjé in (29), and further to the adjectival uses in (30). (Thanks to Halldér

Sigurosson for these examples.)
"As is well known, like the unintentional causer, benefactives (and malefactives) are often expressed

with prepositions. In Icelandic this is generally done withfyrir and handa (with different uses, in many cases.

cf. Jonsson 2000, 85, fn. 13).
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439i l~.~tt.l er small hugntynd hjil Jont

l|l l~ tlecr nlcn h) John,

'Hll tile.: ol Jvhn` ts L`|CC['

(30) l»ell.l .ll lr;lb;rr1 hm ber
l|l.ll \.t gftltl by you.
þÿ ��Y�o�utlttl at great job'

These eases .ls u ell ns the nominal ones above would not altemate with a dative. absent an

2iL|dI|l0lli|| licensor "Nh ue þÿ�~�_�I �

6- Possible Extensions

lf the mam clnnn made here is right. namely. that languages can vary in their use of datives

h ld be ex-without varying tn their inventory of applicatives. then the present analysis s ou

tended to a number of other cases where applicatives are involved. For example. El1gliSh

has bcnefactive ditransitives which altemate with for PPs. but these are somewhat limited.

Marantz <2009a) argues that (3la) involves a high-low applicative.

(3 Il a. John built me a house.

b. John built a house for me.

(32) a. *John contacted me Mary.

b. John contacted Mary for me.

This resembles the altemations with hjd PPs in that some cases altemate but the ones that

sition as the altemating cases. Other English PPs,
do not altemate use the same prep0 _

such as "affected" on PPs, do not altemate at all, indicating that they never end up in a

configuration where a DP in this SpecApplP can be liCCI1S©d-

(33) a. *John married me her.

b. John married her on me.

Similarly, passive by-phrases might be thought of as Voice which combines with the DP

before the vR
hich lack lexical þÿ ��h�a�v�e�'languages vary as to whether

In the realm of languages w ,

they express possession with a case-marked DP or a PP (examples from Harves and Kayne

(to appea.r)). (Thanks to Anna Szabolcsi (p.c.) for pointing this out to me.)

(34) a. U menia budet novaja kniga.
at mC.GEN be.FU'r.3sG new book.NOM

þÿ ��Iwill have a new book." Russian

_

'3M°`¢ would IWW U0 b¢ Said'here, given the existence of adjectives which occur with dative DP

5'-bJ°¢f§ md °°mP1°m°m5- SUGII HS Hlfn var mi manninum sfnum þÿ ��s�h�ewas faithful her husband.DAT' (ex.
ff°l11 SIKUTUSSOD 2003, 233; see also Emarsson 1949, 108; Jénsson 2005, 406),
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b. Man ir velosipéds
me.DAT is bicycle.NoM
þÿ ��Ihave a bicycle." Latvian

It is possible that these should be accounted for in the same way. A suggestive case for Rus-

sian comes from Rivero and Savchenko (2005), who claim that Russian u PPs, in addition

to possession, also express the unintentional causer reading.l4

(35) U Ivana ochld slomalis'.

at John.GEN glasses.NOM broke

þÿ ��J�o�h�n�'�sglasses broke.' or þÿ ��J�o�h�naccidentally caused the glasses to break?

7. Summary and Outlook

I have proposed that certain prepositions are the result of combining Appl with its entity
argument before its event argument. Alternations between PPs and applied dative DPs arise

when either ordering of Merge results in a convergent structure-which can vary cross-

linguistically depending on the distribution of argument licensing features/heads. Dative

DPs will be possible when they are c-commanded by v, a situation which will only arise

when the event argument is itself a DR forming a high-low applicative. Icelandic, then,
does not lack the high applicative head; it just does not yield a convergent structure to

combine it with a VP first, due to other properties of the language. The same account

provides a natural explanation for the constraints on benefactive/malefactive expressions
in Icelandic (e.g. as opposed to German). This might be tied to the special status of

oblique subjects in Icelandic, given that it is argument licensing at issue, potentially making
the prediction that a German-like language with respect to þÿ ��f�r�e�edatives' could not have

Icelandic-like oblique subjects.
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